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Abstract
Non-photorealistic rendering is a method of imitating hand-drawn images using computer as the tool. One of hand-drawn techniques used by artists is line drawing. This
goal of this thesis is to produce a technique to create line drawing images from real
life picture. Based on a previous technique called Flow-based Difference of Gaussian
(FDoG), we try to improve the output image so that it will create more believable
pictures, as it if were hand-drawn by an artist.
FDoG has proven to be able to produce results with coherent and connected
lines, but it fails to capture coarse details on isotropic areas in the image. Another
technique in line drawing called Difference of Gaussian (DoG), which FDoG was based
on, can produce better detail on isotropic areas. Combining these two techniques can
create better results for both isotropic and anisotropic areas. We create an image
segmentation technique using polarity to divide isotropic and anisotropic areas in the
image. Using this segment, we then adaptively apply FDoG and DoG filters to each
segment.
Thesis Supervisor: Henry Kang, Ph.D.
Title: Chairperson
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last 30 years, computer graphics researchers have tried to achieve photorealistic images using computer programs [17]. Ivan Sutherland was one of the pioneers in
creating computer generated photorealistic images, working in the early 1960s. Photorealistic computer graphics is essentially an attempt to imitate real life pictures that
would normally be taken by using another tool such as camera. Such attempt usually
occurs in 3 dimensional (3D) computer graphics which, in most cases, tries to render
the 3D object as realistically as possible. At the early stage of computer graphics
research, these attempts has failed many times, especially on the attempts to imitate
human appearance. Recent research, however, has started to show more believable
lifelike human facial animation [11]. More recently, instead of producing results that
look like real life objects, researchers have tried to produce more cartoon-looking or
hand-drawn images; this technique is known as Non-Photorealistic Rendering.
Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) is a process using a computer program to
produce non-photorealistic renditions [17], such as sketch illustration, oil painting,
watercolor-painting, etc. While using photorealistic images or even real photographs
may deliver accurate information to the viewers, it also possesses some weaknesses,
which can be surpassed by hand-drawn images. In some cases, hand-drawn images
can actually delivers more information because they can allocate more focus on a
certain aspect of a picture while ignoring unimportant ones. This way, the viewers
will focus their attention on what the picture tries to convey. These kinds of images
5

can be found in technical illustrations, e.g., in user manual of some electronic devices,
or can also be found in medical illustrations.
Hand-drawn images can also be used to show the preliminary stage of a design in
design phase period, for example, in architectural design [13], architects usually use
pencil sketch drawings to show a draft of a design. The viewer can get the feeling of
this preliminary stage better when see a hand-drawn pencil sketch image compared
to photorealistic image.
Another benefit of using hand-drawn images is to give aesthetic feeling to an
image. Images, such as paintings created by an artist, usually have aesthetic values
that can stimulate certain emotions in humans. While the paintings themselves might
not look as realistic as a photograph, they usually can stimulate senses and emotions
in the people who see it.
The goal of NPR is not to replace human to create hand-drawing image, but to try
to achieve the same effect of hand-drawn images in cases where actual hand-drawn
image is very difficult or impossible to be created. The source of image generation on
NPR can come from either 3 dimensional model or photographs taken by camera.
Since the first time NPR was introduced, there have been many researches work
on this topic. Many of them have created techniques of imitating different styles of
hand-drawing, e.g., sketch rendering [16], pen-and-ink illustration [18],[12], stipple
drawing [14],[4], painterly effect [9],[7],[6], and line drawing [3], [15],[8]. In the next
chapter, I discuss the background theories used in thesis, including Gaussian function,
Difference of Gaussian technique (DoG), Flow-based Difference of Gaussian (FDoG).
In chapter 3 and 4, I discuss about my attempt to improve the results of previous
work by combining DoG and FDoG. In chapters 5 and 6, I discuss about results and
conclusions of this experiment.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Line Drawing

Line drawing is a style of drawing that is commonly used to create illustration, such
as technical illustrations, medical illustrations, caricature drawings, sketch drawings,
etc. Line drawing uses straight or curved lines to form an image. Some techniques,
such as stippling or hatching, can also be used to show different levels of shade. Line
drawing has become one of the primary branches of NPR. Techniques have been
improved in creating more convincing results as if it were actually drawn by an artist.
Line drawing in NPR can be divided into two categories based on the source of
the image, which can be either a 3D object or a 2D object. Many works have been
introduced on line drawing based on 3D object, e.g., by [3], [15]. Creating line drawing
images from 3D models is relatively easier compared to 2D objects. In 3D models, the
edge can be easily identified because all the information is stored in a straightforward
manner, while in 2D objects, such as in photographs, information about edges are
more difficult to extract and require extra steps and complicated methods to achieve
a good result.
Most works in line drawing in NPR is based on edge detection or image segmentation techniques. The difference between edge detection and line drawing is that edge
detection is more focused on the accuracy of edges extracted from pictures without
considering the aesthetic aspect of how the lines (or edges) are presented. The goal of
7

line drawing is to create a perceptually meaningful image that able to communicate
the subject to the viewers. Line drawing in NPR tries to extract edges from pictures
and forms lines, and it also tries to create artistic results, as if the image were created by artist. Some of the aspects that need to be considered in order to produce
artistic results are: the structures of the lines, and the use of stylistic edges. There
are many methods for edge detection, two examples of them are Canny’s method [2],
and Marr-Hildreth’s method [10], which became the basis of Difference-of-Gaussian
(DoG) filter and used by Gooch et al. in their facial illustration system to create
some artistic line drawing, and by Winnemoller et al. to create a real time video
abstraction.

2.2

Difference of Gaussian (DoG)

Gooch et al. in their facial illustration system [5] were able to create some artistic
results. They were able generate a caricature of a human face based on photograph.
Their method uses DoG filter, which was based on Marr-Hildreth’s edge detection.
DoG was also used by Winnemoller et al. in their video abstraction technique [19].
They use similar technique to Gooch et al., with addition of color, real-time performance, and temporal coherence.
The basic idea of DoG is to apply 2 Gaussian filters with different blur levels
(σ). The second Gaussian filter uses a bigger blur radius to create blurrier image
compared to the image produced by the first Gaussian filter. The area near the edge
will have more intensity level difference than area far from edge when it is applied
with Gaussian filter with different σ. The difference of intensity of each pixel of these
two blurred images will be used by DoG to obtain edges, as shown in Figure 2-1.

8

(a) Input image

(b) Gaussian with σ = 1.0

(c) Gaussian with σ = 1.6

Figure 2-1: Sample of Gaussian filter
The Gaussian function used in DoG is formulated as the following 1-dimensional
Gaussian function:

G(i, σ) = √

i2
1
e− 2σ2 ,
2πσ

(2.1)

where σ is the blur level. G(i, σ) is used as weight factor on how intensity of each
pixel and its neighbor will influence intensity of the output, thus creating a blurred
image.
ly

S

Gσc
lx
-T
b

x

T

Gσs

-T

-S
(a) DoG Kernel

0

T

(b) Gaussian components for DoG

Figure 2-2: Difference of Gaussian filtering
This weight factor with σc is first applied to each pixel’s intensity along the lx line
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started from −T to T :
f (t, σ) =

Z

T

G(t, σ)I(lx (t)) dt,

(2.2)

−T

and then apply the same function to the value from f (t, σ) along ly line starting from
-S to S, and repeat this step for every pixels on input image to produce the first
blurred image.
F (x, σ) =

Z

S

G(s, σ)f (ly (s), σ) ds

(2.3)

−S

The same procedure using different σ (σs = 1.6σc ) is then applied to the same input
image, producing the second blurred image. From these 2 output images, edges can
then be identified by calculating differences of pixel intensity on these 2 images. Pixel
with high intensity difference is much likely to be an edge (Figure 2-3).

Hd (x) = F (x, σc ) − ρ · F (x, σs )

(2.4)

We use weight factor ρ to control how much the second blurred image contributes to
the end results. Lower value means the less contribution on the end results, and vice
versa.

(a) Rock and Boat

(b) Baboon

Figure 2-3: Difference-of-Gaussian
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2.3

Flow-based Difference of Gaussian

Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) method has the nature of isotropic because the kernel
moves to every direction in order to calculate intensity differences. This behavior,
when applied to images with anisotropic characteristic, will create a lot of discontinuity lines around edge because it fails to follow the path of the edge. So, instead of
moving to every direction, Kang et al. suggested to use direction guide for the filter
movement [8].
To create the direction guidance for DoG filter, Kang et al., use the information
from edge flow, which is the direction in which exist the biggest contrast, and then
run the DoG filter perpendicular to the edge flow direction [8]. By providing guide for
the filter direction, Kang et al., were able to produce more coherent and connected
line drawing.

2.3.1

Edge Tangent Flow

Kang et al., technique in creating line drawing required two steps. First step is
to generate edge tangent flow that will provide direction guide for DoG filter. To
create edge tangent flow from input image I(x), where x = (x, y) denotes a pixel at
coordinate (x, y), Kang et al., use edge tangent t(x) as a vector perpendicular to the
image gradient g(x) = ∇I(x), and called it Edge Tangent Flow (ETF).
They presented a technique to construct ETF by using kernel-based nonlinear
vector smoothing of vector field. The ETF construction filter is as follows:
tnew (x) =

1 X
φ(x, x0 )tcur (x0 )ws (x, x0 )wm (x, x0 )wd (x, x0 ),
k x0 ∈Ω(x)

(2.5)

where k is the vector normalizing term and Ω(x) is the neighbor of x. ETF function
uses 3 weight functions. The first one is ws , a spatial weight function, which uses
radially-symmetrical box filter with radius of r, where r is the radius of kernel Ω.
The spatial weight function ws is defined as follows:
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ws (x, x0 ) = 


1

if kx − x0 k < r

0

otherwise

(2.6)

The second weight function is wm , a magnitude weight function, which is defined
as follows:
1
wm (x, x0 ) = (1 + tanh[η · (ĝ(x0 ) − ĝ(x))]),
2

(2.7)

where ĝ(x) and ĝ(x0 ) denote normalized gradient magnitude at x and x0 respectively.
Variable η is the weight variable that determine how the neighboring pixel x0 with
gradient value higher than gradient value of x will influence the edge tangent t(x).
The third weight function is the direction weight function wd , which is defined as
follows:
wd (x, x0 ) = |tcur (x) · tcur (x0 )|,

(2.8)

where tcur (x) and tcur (x) denote the current normalized tangent vector at x and x0
respectively. This function uses a dot product between tangent vectors at a particular
location and its neighbors. The cross product produces a high weight value for vectors
that are closely aligned (where angle between two vectors (θ) is close to 0◦ or 180◦ )
and produces a low weight value for vectors that are perpendicular to each other
(where angle between two vector (θ) is close to 90◦ ).
The last function is used to reverse the direction of tcur (x0 ) when angle between
vectors (θ) is bigger than 90◦ (dot product between two vectors is ¡ 0):
0

φ(x, x ) =







1

if tcur (x) · tcur (x0 ) > 0

−1

otherwise

(2.9)

As shown in the function, tnew (x) is achieved from applying all functions to tcur (x),
and initially, t◦ (x) is achieved from normalized vector perpendicular to gradient g(x)
in gradient map of the input image I. ETF is constructed by iteratively applies t(x)
function several times (in their experiment, Kang et al. applied the function 2 or 3
times).
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2.3.2

Flow-based DoG

After constructing ETF, the next step will be applying anisotropic DoG with edge
flow information from ETF to guide its direction. Kang et al. built kernel with shape
based on local flow from ETF, and applied DoG on this kernel. An example of kernel
is shown in Figure 2-4. Line cx is a line that follows direction of flow from ETF, and
line ls is a line tangent to line cx .

Gσc

Gσs

-T

0

T

(b) Gaussian components for DoG

(a) FDoG Kernel

Figure 2-4: Flow-based DoG Kernel

First step of FDoG is to apply 1 dimensional filter f (t) along the line ls :

F (s) =

T

Z

I(ls (t))f (t) dt,

(2.10)

−T

where ls (t) denotes a pixel on the line ls at parameter t, and I(ls (t)) is intensity level
of the pixel. Function f (t) is the same DoG function from previous chapter that
uses 2 Gaussian filters with different σ and then calculate the differences of 2 output
values.
f (t) = Gσc (t) − ρ · Gσs (t)

(2.11)

The ρ value controls how much the second blurred image contributes to the end
results, and in their experiment, Kang et al. used value of 0.99. After applying filter
f (t) to each pixel, filter F (t) is applied along the line cx from −S to S.
Hf (x) =

Z

S

Gσm (s)F (s) ds,

−S
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(2.12)

where Gσm is another Gaussian function that will become weight factor for each
response according to s. As shown in Figure 2-5, image from FDoG has continuous
lines and less noise compared to DoG.

(a) Input image

(b) DoG

(c) FDoG

Figure 2-5: Flow-based Difference-of-Gaussian
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Chapter 3
Hybrid-DoG
Images created by FDoG contain more coherent and connected lines compare to
images created by DoG. The directional kernel used in FDoG has been proven to
be able to create well connected lines on anisotropic image, thus creates good line
drawing image. One major drawback of FDoG is it cannot capture all the details on
image with isotropic characteristic. Example on Figure 3-1 shows that FDoG fails
to capture the details of dotted textures, and creates lines in unexpected area. While
DoG can easily overcome this problem, it still cannot outmatch FDoG in cases with
anisotropic characteristic images. These two different behaviors of FDoG and DoG
on handling isotropic and anisotropic images bring us into the idea of combining the
two methods in order to achieve optimal results in both cases.

(a) Input Image

(b) DoG

Figure 3-1: Weakness of FDoG
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(c) FDoG

3.1

Combining FDoG with DoG

Our initial and naive method to combine DoG and FDoG is by combining the results
of FDoG and DoG, and we name it Hybrid-DoG:
Hh (x) = λHf (x) + (1 − λ)Hd (x)

(3.1)

with λ value ranges between 0 and 1. Value of λ will determine the closeness of the
output to FDoG or DoG. When the value of λ approaches 0, it will produce output
that similar to DoG, and will produce output similar to FDoG when it approaches 1.
With this variable λ, we can control the behavior of the filter according to the
character of input images. Use value of λ close to 0 for input images with majority
of isotropic images, and use value of λ close to 1 for anisotropic images. For images
with both isotropic and anisotropic characteristic, based on our experiment, values
of 0.5 for λ will produce good results for most images.

(a) Input image

Figure 3-2: Copenhagen
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(a) DoG

(b) FDoG

(c) Hybrid-DoG

Figure 3-3: Hybrid-DoG compared to DoG and FDoG

Figure 3-2 is a picture of boats with houses in the background. Comparison
between DoG, FDoG and our Hybrid-DoG method can be found in Figure 3-3, where
we can see that both DoG and FDoG have strength and weakness for this image. In
DoG, we can see all detail on the boats and windows, but in the water area, we
can see a lot of disconnected line. In FDoG, although we can see more connected
line in the water and the houses, all the details on the boat and the windows have
been distorted by the generated lines. In our Hybrid-DoG method, we certainly can
see some improvement from both DoG and FDoG, where more lines appears to be
connected, and more details are preserved.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive-DoG Technique
Although hybrid method has shown improvement from DoG and FDoG, this method
still has weakness. Hybrid-DoG method simply cannot produce output as good as
DoG on isotropic image, nor it can produce output as good as FDoG on anisotropic
image since it basically combine both FDoG and DoG regardless of the characteristic
of the input image.
We proposed a more intelligent method to combine DoG and FDoG by selectively
apply the right function for different area depending on its characteristic. Area with
isotropic textures will use DoG to retain the details, while area with anisotropic detail
will use FDoG to create more coherent lines and reduce noise. To be able to adaptively
apply the right filter, we first need to distinguish between isotropic and anisotropic
segment in an image. Belongie et al., [1] in their paper used polarity to segment the
image based on texture type. In this experiment, we simplify the technique used by
Belongie et al.

4.1

Image Segmentation

Polarity is calculated by comparing the gradient direction of a pixel to its neighbor’s
gradients direction. Area with similar gradient vector direction is considered as high
polarity area, while area with non-uniform gradient vector direction is considered as
low polarity area. Non-uniform gradient vector direction can be found in isotropic
18

area where the gradients in this area are scattered. Anisotropic area will have more
uniform and similar direction, although it may also have gradients with direction
opposite to each other as we can see on area with stripe pattern. Using this behavior,
we can distinguish between isotropic and anisotropic area by determining the polarity
of each pixel. One exception that needs to be considered is isotropic area with low
gradient magnitude should be considered as isotropic segment, since this area should
be applied with FDoG filter to minimize noise.
To calculate polarity, we use a function S which will be applied to pixel x:

S(x) =

P

x0 ∈Ω(x)

| g(x) · g(x)0 |
| Ω(x) |

,

(4.1)

where Ω(x) is the neighborhood of pixel x and pixel x0 is element of Ω(c). The sum of
dot product is then divided by | Ω(x) | , the total number of pixels in the neighborhood,
to get the average.
The next step is segmenting the image using the polarity obtained from previous
step:
P (x) =







0

if S(x) ≥ α or |g(x)| < β

1

otherwise

(4.2)

We use a threshold α as a cut point of polarity level, and in our experiment, we use α =
0.875. Area with polarity over the threshold will be considered as anisotropic segment
(labeled with 1). For isotropic segment (labeled with 0), we consider isotropic area
with low gradient magnitude as anisotropic segment (labeled with 1). Variable β is
the threshold for gradient magnitude at pixel x and we use β = 0.1 in this experiment.
Figure 4-1 shows example of polarity segment created by our segmentation method.
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(a) Input image

(b) Polarity-based image segment; white indicates isotropic area (label 0), black indicates
anisotropic area (label 1), and gray indicates area
with low gradient magnitude (label 1)

Figure 4-1: Image Segmentation

4.2

Adaptive-DoG

Once we obtain the image segment, the next step to adaptively apply hybrid DoG
will be trivial. Provided the characteristic of each area, we are now able to determine
the proper filter for each different area by using labels from image segmentation step.
Ha (x) =







Hd (x)

if P (x) = 0

Hf (x)

otherwise

(4.3)

Image segment labeled with 0 (isotropic segment) will be applied with DoG filter Hd ,
while image segment labeled with 1 (anisotropic segment) will be applied with FDoG
filter Hf .

20

Chapter 5
Results
In this thesis, we use 40 images as our test set, and we display sample of the results
that represent different type of images. Our test set contains pictures with different
type of object, e.g., nature photo, scenery, aerial photos, human face, and animals. We
choose pictures that contains both anisotropic and isotropic characteristic to evaluate
how our Adaptive-DoG method perform in cases where both DoG and FDoG perform
poorly. Most of the pictures were downloaded from a free stock photography website
called Stock.xchng (http://www.sxc.hu), and the rest are widely used pictures in the
area of edge detection or NPR.
Evaluation method on Non-Photorealistic Rendering is inheritably subjective due
to the lack of ground truth of the image. Each viewer may have different ground truth
of what good image is, which will make objective evaluation difficult to be conducted.
All evaluation in this thesis is limited to subjective evaluation.
We compare the results of Adaptive-DoG with the results of Hybrid-DoG, DoG,
and FDoG to show how our method manages to outperform them in most cases.
We also compare thin line version of our Adaptive-DoG method with Canny edge
detection method to see how it perform as an edge detector.
To keep the comparison fair, we use the same parameters for all methods. Parameters used for DoG are as follows: σs = 1.6σc , and ρ = 0.99. For FDoG, we use same
parameters from DoG for σc , σs , and ρ, with additional parameters as follows: ETF
kernel size = 4 pixels, ETF iteration = 2. All parameters are also used in Hybrid-DoG
21

and Adaptive-DoG since both methods use functions from DoG and FDoG.

(a) Input Image

(b) DoG

(d) Hybrid-DoG

(c) FDoG

(e) Adaptive-DoG

Figure 5-1: Synthetic Image

Using synthetic image on Figure 5-1, we compare the performance of AdaptiveDoG with DoG and FDoG in handling image with small dot pattern. Our adaptive
technique was able to produce similar results with DoG and was able to maintain
the dot pattern in the image. Our method even produced more definite line of the
pattern compared to the line produced by DoG. We can see also that both FDoG
and Hybrid-DoG produce connected lines on the dotted circle and lost almost all of
the dot pattern that construct the middle circle, while both DoG and Adaptive-DoG
produce more accurate representation of the circle. Our method also produced better
connected circle of the circular gradient in the center of the picture.
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(a) Input Image

(b) Polarity Segment

(c) DoG

(d) FDoG

(e) Hybrid-DoG

(f) Adaptive-DoG

Figure 5-2: Boat and Rock

Figure 5-2 is a picture of rock and a boat on the sea. The rock on the left-side of
picture contain coarse texture, which is detected as isotropic segment by the polaritybased segmentation, while the boat, the landscape, and some of the wave on the sea
are detected as anisotropic segment. In this picture, FDoG failed to get the correct
texture shape for the rock. Our hybrid method, although able to produced better
texture of the rock, still shows some line shape which similar to FDoG. Our AdaptiveDoG was able to produce better looking texture of the rock, although small amount
of lines still appear on area near the shadow. Even-tough Adaptive-DoG failed to
exceed DoG on the rock texture, the wave on Adaptive-DoG still looks better and
23

cleaner than DoG.

(a) Input Image

(b) Polarity

(c) DoG

(d) FDoG

(e) Hybrid-DoG

(f) Adaptive-DoG

Figure 5-3: Shoe on Gravel

Figure 5-3 is a picture of shoe on gravel. This picture contains both anisotropic
area, which is the shoe, and isotropic area, which is the gravel in the background.
The results show that DoG is managed to accurately capture the gravel texture, while
24

FDoG completely failed to do it. In Hybrid-DoG, although we see some improvement
from FDoG, it is still not as good as the results of DoG. Our method successfully
produced results similar with DoG, because our polarity segment managed to recognize the background gravel as isotropic segment. The shoe in Adaptive-DoG looks
cleaner and the lines are more connected compared to DoG.

(a) Input Image

(b) Polarity Segment

(c) DoG

(d) FDoG

(e) Hybrid-DoG

(f) Adaptive-DoG

Figure 5-4: A Boat in Sand
Figure 5-4 is similar to Figure 5-2. More coarse texture can be found on the
beach sand, especially around the anchor. The results of hybrid method, similar to
Figure 5-2 shows some improvement from both DoG and FDoG; however, AdaptiveDoG was able to produce even better results. The sand in Adaptive-DoG appears
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more similar to the actual sand than it does on FDoG. The boat and the wave look
better compared to DoG.

(a) Input Image

(b) Polarity Segment

(c) DoG

(d) FDoG

(e) Hybrid-DoG

(f) Adaptive-DoG

Figure 5-5: Boats at the Bay

Figure 5-5 is a picture of sail boats anchored in a bay. In this picture, we can
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clearly see that Adaptive-DoG have better results than DoG and FDoG. They both
have better connected lines than DoG. They both also have details in the bay area.
We see slight improvement between Adaptive-DoG and Hybrid-DoG in the bay area
where the image from Adaptive-DoG looks less distorted than Hybrid-DoG.

(a) Input Image

(b) Polarity Segment

(c) DoG

(d) FDoG

(e) Hybrid-DoG

(f) Adaptive-DoG

Figure 5-6: Crowd
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Figure 5-6 is a picture of crowd. In this picture, we can see that DoG was not
able to produce good results; most of the line appears disconnected, and the image
look noisy. FDoG produced well connected line, but failed to form a clear image
of the people. Hybrid-DoG shows some improvement from both methods; however,
Adaptive-DoG produced better results with well connected line, clear and detail image
of the people.

(a) Input Image

(b) Adaptive-DoG

(c) Canny Edge Detection

Figure 5-7: Comparison with Canny Edge Detection

Although the goal of our method is not to produce a good edge detection technique, it is interesting to know how our method performs as one. To evaluate the
performance, we compare our method with a well known edge detector: Canny edge
detector [2]. We use picture of human face as our first image. Canny’s method is
known to perform poorly in detecting edge of human face, mainly because the goal
of Canny’s method is to get a precise edge location. It does not concern about which
line is more important than the other line; whereas the goal of our method is to
communicate to the viewers about the subject in the picture. It is important to show
which lines are more important and which lines are less important.
We can see in Figure 5-7, our method outperformed Canny’s in detecting human
face. We can see thicker line on the outline of the face, while the lines on the skin
appear thinner. In Canny’s, we can see a lot of unnecessary lines on the skin, and
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double lines around the area of eyes, nose, and mouth.
On our next image, we add noise to the original image to see how our method
performs against noise. We add Gaussian white noise with standard deviation (σ) of
0.4 and intensity of 0.3. We also make another comparison by modifying our method
using thin lines to make the output similar with output of Canny edge detector.

(a) Noisy Image

(b) Adaptive-DoG

(c) Adaptive-DoG Thin Line

(d) Canny Edge Detection

Figure 5-8: Comparison with Canny Edge Detection for noisy image
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The results on Figure 5-8 shows that Canny edge detector is more robust in detecting edge in noisy image. Our method, especially the one with thin line, produced
a lot of noises in the image, whereas canny managed to minimize the noise. The
area between tents in canny is much cleaner than it is in our method. The thick line
method also produced noises in the image, but we can see distinct thickness of the
lines, where the noises use thinner line.
The current implementation of our Adaptive-DoG filter is not optimized for performance yet. Currently, it runs significantly slower than DoG and FDoG. Our implementation of polarity calculation required 1344ms to perform on image with 750 ∗ 500
dimension with size of neighborhood at 20 ∗ 20 pixels. The adaptive-DoG filter itself
ran for 3390ms on the same image. The total run time for this technique is 7797ms.
This number is significantly higher than DoG, which only required 3859ms, and also
FDoG, which only required 4578ms. The main problem from our implementation is
that we still apply both DoG and FDoG filters, in which both output will be selectively chosen based on image segment. Further improvement of this implementation
is required to make the program run faster and more efficient.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Based on the results of this experiment, our method is able satisfy the goal of line
drawing, which is creating a perceptually meaningful images. Our Adaptive-DoG
technique is able to produce better results compared to DoG and FDoG. The lines
appear to be more connected than lines in DoG images, and the details of coarse
texture is better preserved than in FDoG images. Our method is also able to capture
more detail of the picture, along with generating well connected lines on the edges.
Although the output is relatively better in some cases, the results of AdaptiveDoG may never exceed the results of neither DoG nor FDoG in some specific cases.
For input image that only contains lines without any coarse texture, the results of
Adaptive-DoG will, at best, be the same with FDoG, while for input image with
coarse texture only, the results will never exceed DoG.
Although our method is not intended to be an edge detector, our experiment
shows that it is able to perform edge detection and produce good results. It is able
to outperform canny on some cases where precision of the edge detection is not very
important as long as the results is able to communicate the subject to the viewer, e.g.
image of human face. In cases where precision of the edge detection is important,
canny is better than our method in showing edges and suppressing noise.
Another note from experiment that we need to mention is the performance in term
of running time. Our experiment shows that the performance of the filter is relatively
slower than both DoG and FDoG. Since the operation of Adaptive-DoG is local and
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operates on pixel by pixel, each calculation can be executed independently. This
condition open the possibility for parallel programming using Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) in which case, will accelerated the running time drastically.
Possible future improvement for Adaptive-DoG is by iterating the filters to produce more solid shape for both lines and textures. The same polarity map may be
use on the next iteration, but generating new polarity map might also produce better
results.
Another possible future improvement is to integrate Hybrid-DoG technique on
Adaptive-DoG, where DoG and FDoG is proportionally combined with a weight ratio
determined by the polarity level of the image. Area with high level polarity will have
weight ratio closer to DoG than FDoG, while area with low level of polarity will have
weight ratio closer to FDoG.
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